A TRUE CITIZEN
By RiddhimaSen (Class 9-A)

The extraordinary vision of ‘ Bapu’ was such,
Make our country proud and zenith we could touch.
He is lovingly called the father of our nation,
Who inspired to extract salt even from the Deep Ocean.
Bapu wished for a place where people would live in harmony,
Where everybody is united and nobody is left lonely.
When everybody would be ready to sacrifice for the nation,
So that next generation could live here with love and compassion.
He saw India and its children like a tree,
Which would only be possible if we remain free.
Not from the tyrants who have ruled over us,
But from the evil of social differences and bias.
Everybody knows that we are so diverse,
Yet being together we spread our radiant colours.
Tagore conferred Bapu with the title ‘Mahatma’,
Last word at the time of his death was ‘Hai Rama’!
Gandhiji did leave, but his soul did not,
And still teaches us to love one and all a lot.
Educated us how to become an ideal citizen,
To lead a simple life and hurt no one.
With his three monkeys,
He taught us with ease.
The lessons of life,
For which we should strive.
But today my heart sink,
And thought arises from deep within.
Are we following the path of mahatma, leaving our gain ,
like a true person of pure heart who understands others’ pain.

Alone
By Deekshita Pramod
Lost in thoughts of the people who had faded
She sat in the corner of her room.
All she could do now was dream of things
For, the people she had trusted had led her to her doom.
She thought about the happy days
When she used to cheer everyone up
But now she lacked the courage to even smile
She was sick, tired and given up.
She was sick of running behind people
Requesting them to stay
She hadn’t wanted them to leave her alone
And be for depression an easy prey.
But the people she thought cared about her
Turned out to be the worst of all
They left her in the darkness all alone
They hadn’t even turned back to look at her dying soul.
She had cried and wept all night
Praying for the happy times to come back
But she was too foolish to dream to be happy again
For reality had swept her right off the happy track.
Maybe she deserved this pain, she thought
She deserved to be left alone
For all the sins she had done in her life
She could do nothing now but moan.

She sat in the corner of the empty room
And thought about her jolly friends
She was jealous of their happiness and joy
They lived a life for which she could make no amends.
How she longed to be with them
And share the joy
How she would have loved to be the happy girl again
And be the center of attention and joy.
But life had decided another future for her
One without a single spark of light
She didn’t even deserve to dream of anything else, she felt
And she had to face her struggles alone as she might.
All her friends they didn’t know
What is was like
They didn’t understand why
She couldn’t sleep through the night.
She wished she could take something to fix it
She wished it was that simple
But deep down she knew she had to face it all alone
To throw away her anxiety and depression was not that simple.
It is only a helping hand that she seeks
Someone who would stand by her and wouldn’t just watch her weep
She is one among the many teenagers
Who have fallen down this pit so deep.

Life
Life sense with living,
Life is all about receiving & giving
Life is a season,
that is full of reason.

Life of a person changes
with patience and time,
Life is a poem,
that always ends up with a rhyme.

Life is a game,
which is as hard
as keeping your hand
above a burning flame.
‘Happiness’ and ‘Sadness’

are life’s two spheres.
These are not only emotions
But also its two major dangerous dares.

Life is the boss,
and we are the clerks,
it gives us orders
and we have to work.
~Apoorva Kogta
Class M3-D

A Vision
Where the sun smiles just a little more
And the trees are just a little greener.
Where the overcast skies dissolve
And a brilliant rainbow emerges
Where everyone walks with purpose
And in each moment, inches closer to success.
Where each person is equal to the next
And no bigotry prevails.
Where each child tiptoes with curiosity, into the
world unknown
Empowered, with the ability to learn.
Where each one of nature’s sublime creations
Is preserved in its best form.
Where all hands keep busy through the day
And drop content at night.
Where no tongue falters into the darkness of
untruth

And the value of ‘satya’ lights the path.
Where people are unshackled, they realize their
power
And democracy triumphs.
Where hate and intolerance
Pave the way for love and harmony.
Where walls of prejudices
Fail to obstruct windows to progress.
Where no one has to see the ugly faces of hounds
personified
Ready to devour, for fortune.
Where the fire of jealousy
Is doused by the spirit of service.
And where no one is disturbed
By their own demons at night.
In a village such as this, in the heart of India
Shall the Mahatma’s soul truly rest in peace.

Don’t let them know
Hush! My friend
Don’t let them know
Of the heart that thuds
at every no
Of the wings that were clipped
and folded neatly so
Of the pearls that slid down those cheeks
and were let go
Of the shadows that hide behind that bright smile.
Oh!
Hush! My friend
Don’t let them know
Of the heart you revived

Of the wings you dusted
and with them soared
Of the pearls you secretly collected
and the comments ignored
Of the shadows
you adored.
Hush! My friend
Don’t let them know

Dichotomy
The glasses clinked,
The mirror shattered.
Smoke floated, from a roll,
And from a stove.
Sounds heard, of forced laughter,
And those of suppressed sobs.
Jealousy gulped down with anti-depressants,
And anger with the bitter concoction.
Inside, a dark mess of self-hate
And a faint glimmer of hope.
Outside, the lives of the elite,
And those of the others.

Serenity: A First Hand
Experience
Sitting barefoot on the grass, the dewdrops
tingling my feet.
As the crawlies squirm around,
I’m made aware of the universe that exists
beneath.
The gentle caresses of the dancing sunrays on
my skin,
Giving it a warm glow.

And the more mischievous prancing ones,
Filtering through the leaves, casting mysterious
shadows.
The breeze blowing,
Sweeping my hair along.
As I look around to find serenity,
I realize, I’ve already found it
And in no better way than through a first hand
experience.

Prayer to a Broken Stone
Two hearts ached for freedom,

and vindication did they both long for,
then came the storm and freedom did they attain.
It seemed that they were blissfully enjoying the petrichor,
but hidden in the bliss was burning pain.

Two hearts pined for freedom,
but freedom was not easily obtained.
The ones keeping it from them didn’t leave in peace,
they made sure that more lost than gained,
and left in their mind a testaceous crease.

Two hearts yearned for freedom,
in their naivety they sincerely believed,
that death would set them free,
that they would get rid of their multifaceted fatigue,
that they would live by their own decree.

Two hearts cried for freedom,
but sadly such was not the case.

The baton passed from tyranny to feigned stability,
but they accepted their fate with a warm embrace,
surrounded by strife, they found their tranquillity.
Now, it exists only as a bad dream,
this troublous season,
as the two hearts that ached, pined, yearned for it,
finally found their freedom.
Siddh Mamtani
SS1-D

Solstice
Wrapped in the same blanket
I didn’t come out of.
Sunrise a deafening silence
I wasn’t so tender of.
Beside me a coffee, I drank it.
On the solstice
My memories froze.
Why didn’t I know it was a miracle?
Pages turn on my calendar
I lie on the same spot.
My weakness
Tells me that torment will breathe
Longer than the dying love
Forgivingly I lie
From dusk till dawn
the hope butterfly
effect.
After I call out
I don’t want to hear
A mournful echo.
- Reeva Shahid

THE thThe

veracity of nature
You are so diverse
Oh! my mother nature
Always ready to help us
And full of creatures
Nature offers everything
to fulfill our needs
But we poor minded
Use it for our greeds
Mankind is developing
At a lightning pace
Just destroying Mother nature
Neither letting her live, nor giving space
We are establishing towns & cities
On mother nature's tender skin
Just letting her bleed
This is a merciless sin
I will enjoy, the nature
From my birth, till senility
Like my age is deteriorating
So is your serenity.
From:-Shreyansh Sood
SS1-B

Why should we cut down trees
When they are the ones keeping the environment clean.
Think about it, they are there everyday
And under them we are the ones who play.
Think about the hot summer
And when the wind rattles the leaves,
When we sit under the tree
We feel the cool breeze.
Think about the lovely spring
Where we see the flower bearing things,
Those are called the nature’s kings
Or are called saplings.
Don’t cut down all the trees
Their leaves are always green.
They are the ones who are always there for us
And are never mean.
THINK GREEN, STAY CLEAN
-Navyasha Chadha {M3B}


Two different bags telling two different stories,
One full of happiness while another full of sorries.
One with a school bag merrily who roams around,
Another with a trash bag who is bound.
For one school is a place for worship
Another is already fed of his hardship
Returns home and keeps on telling,
Another does not even have a nice dwelling.
School equals happiness, learning is fun
No time for enlightment, he always has to run.
He know the difference between fresh and stale,
But if you ask him he’s bound to fail.
Hands so soft, mind full of mischief,
Some call him beggar some vendor while some thief.
Enjoys life just fears grades,
Has just seen the darkest of shades
“Books are heavy”, daily he engages a fight,
Burdened with responsibility even bricks are light.
Same world, same age, still different scenes,
Nothing to eat while handful of cream.

By Himani (SS2C)

